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Real events with emotions.
Day dreams with no emotions.
Facts of healing manipulations Tom did to save Tommy’s body are
artistically mixed up with medicinal cares. No emotions.
Knowledge’s/memories taken over from Tommys brain. No emotions.

„Tommy“ – Switzerland

„Tom“ - Truck-driver USA

Birth: Death of mother and twin brother
18 months: Father dies in car accident
Adoption
14 years: falls in love with Annie
16 years: Accident

Loves freedom
flat country and
straight, infinite roads
Feels lonely, owns the truck
drives 700 to 800 miles/day
Region of San Francisco

Bike accident in CH

Truck accident in USA

UNCONSCIOUS DEATH

UNCONSCIOUS DEATH

“Tommy” dies

“Tom” walks-in

“ACCIDENT”
BODY IN COMA
during
6 months, 2 weeks and 2 days

Tom Lives!

“Toms” memories of his previous life ‘happened’ to “Tommy” at the age of 14, before
the accident:
“He sold the truck and came to CH”
Two years later dies Annie in car accident. Tom is desperate and lonely.
He tries three times to suicide.
Day dreams of saving people from downing in the Rhine River.
Friendship with famous country singer John Brack, beginning by eye contact in a stadion.
JB invites him in his home in USA where he gets the driver license for trucks. He sold the
truck and came to CH... Etc. etc.
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„Tommy“ – Switzerland

„Tom“ - Truck-driver USA

Bike accident in CH

Truck accident in USA

COMA and
UNCONSCIOUS DEATH

UNCONSCIOUS DEATH

“ACCIDENT”
BODY IN COMA
during
6 months, 2 weeks and 2 days

“Tom”
repairs the body and
sends “Tommy” away

“Tommy” dies

“Tom” walks-in
Lives now in “Tommy’s” Body!
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Tom’s world of memories:
Real events with emotions:

Real events with no emotions:

Life in US
Loves freedom - flat country
And straight, infinite roads
Feels lonely, owns the truck
drives 700 to 800 miles/day
Region of San Francisco

Tommy’s life until 16 years
Birth = Death of mother and
twin brother. Adoption.
Father dies in car accident
14 years: falls in love with Annie
16 years: Bike-Accident

Accident
Two years later dies Annie in
car accident.
Tom is desperate and lonely.
He tries three times to suicide.

Day dreams
“He sold the truck and came to CH”
Day dreams of saving people from
downing in the Rhine River.
Friendship with famous country
singer John Brack, beginning by
eye contact in a stadion. JB invites him
in his home in USA where he gets the
driver license for trucks.
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